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A Howell design of side s and order Zn, or more. briefly an H(s, 2n), is an s x s 
array in which each cell is either empty or else contains an unordered pair of 
elements from some Zn-set. say X, such that 
(1) each row and each column is Latin (i.e., every element of X is in precisely 
one cell of each row and each column) and 
(2) every unordered pair of elements from X is in at most one cell of the array. 
Necessary conditions on the parameters s and n are n <s < 2n - 1. The existence 
question for H(2n, 2n + 2) was settled in 1977 by Schellenberg, van Rees, and 
Vanstone and the existence question for complementary H(2n, 2n + 2) was settled 
in 1985 by Lamken and Vanstone: for n a positive integer, n B 2, there exists a com- 
plementary H(2n, 2n + 2). The existence of *complementary H(2n, 2n + 2) was also 
established with a finite number of possible exceptions. In this paper, we prove the 
existence of skew H(2n. 2n + 2)s for n a positive integer, n >2, n # 3 with the 
possible exceptions of n = 5 and n = 9. We also improve the existence result for 
*complementary H(2n. 2n + 2)s to prove the existence of *complementary 
H(2n, 2n + 2)s for all positive integers n, n > 2. il 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Howell design of side s and order 2n +2, or more briefly an 
H(s, 2n + 2), is an s x s array in which each cell is either empty or contains 
an unordered pair of elements from some 2n +2-set V such that 
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(1) every element of V occurs in precisely one cell of each row and 
each column, and 
(2) every unordered pair of elements from V is in at most one cell of 
the array. 
It follows immediately from the definition of an H(s, 2n + 2) that n + 1 d 
s 6 2n + 1. Howell designs have been studied extensively and the existence 
of these designs was determined completely in [2, 131. 
THEOREM 1.1 [2, 131. Let n be a non-negative integer and let s be a 
positive integer such that n + 1 6 s < 2n + 1. Then there exists an H(s, 2n + 2) 
ifand only if(s, 2n+2)# (2, 4), (3, 4), (5, 6), or (5, 8). 
We are interested in some special types of Howell designs of side 2n and 
order 2n + 2. These designs can be used to construct Kirkman squares, 
KSk(v; CL, A)s, and partitioned balanced tournament designs [S, 63. 
Complementary, *complementary, and skew H(2n, 2n + 2)s were first 
introduced in [7]. 
Let V be a finite set of cardinality 2n (2n > 2) such that CI, cc $ V. Let H 
be an H(2n, 2n + 2) defined on Vu {a, a} such that the pair {a, cc } does 
not occur in H. Let T, denote the transversal of cells in H containing cc 
and T2 the transversal of cells containing LX. Suppose TE (T,, T,}. H - T 
will denote the array of pairs formed by deleting the pairs in T from H. 
Let V be a finite set of cardinality 2n such that IX, cc $ I? Let H be an 
H(2n, 2n + 2) defined on Vu { ~1, co } such that the pair { tl, co } does not 
occur in R. Let T, denote the transversal of cells in B containing cc and 
T1 the transversal of cells containing CI. R is a complement of H if there is 
a TE {T,, T2} such that 
(i) T and T are disjoint, and 
(ii) if cell (i, j) of H - T is nonempty, then cell (i, j) of B - 7 is 
empty (i.e., R- T is written in the empty cells of H - T). 
If R exists for an H(2n, 2n + 2), we will call H and R a complementary 
pair of Howell designs of side 2n and order 2n + 2 or, more briefly, call H 
a complementary H(2n, 2n + 2). If ( T,, T,} = {T,, F1} and i7 exists, then 
we will call H a *complementary H(2n, 2n + 2). 
Suppose T, u T2 consists of 2n cells on the diagonal D of Hand 2n other 
cells which form a transversal of cells D’ of H such that D’ is symmetric 
with respect to D (i.e., a cell (i, j) E D’ if and only if cell (j, i) E D’ if and 
only if cell ( j, i) E D’). Suppose also that cell (i, j) of H - {T,, T,} is non- 
empty whenever cell (j, i) of H - (T,, T2} is empty. Then H is called a 
skew H(2n, 2n + 2). 
In [7], we described several constructions for these special types of 
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Howell designs and we proved the following results for complementary and 
*complementary H(2n, 2n + 2)s. 
THEOREM 1.2 [7]. There is a pair of complementary Howell designs of 
side n and order n + 2 for n = O(mod 2), n B 4. 
THEOREM 1.3 [7]. If n = O(mod 2), n 2 4, then there is a *complemen- 
tary H(n, n + 2) except possibly for nE { 18, 24, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 54, 
58, 62, 66, 82, 106, 114, 146, 162, 174, 178, 234, 2741. 
In this paper, we investigate the existence of skew Howell designs of side 
2n and order 2n + 2. We first note some existence results for small orders. 
The smallest possible skew H(2n, 2n + 2) has side 4. An example of this is 
displayed in Fig. 1. There are three non-isomorphic H(6, 8)s [9]. None 
of these designs are skew. Recently, E. Seah and D. R. Stinson have 
enumerated all H(8, 10)s [ 111. They determined that precisely three of the 
18,220 non-isomorphic H(8, 10)s are skew H(8, 10)s [12]. 
A skew H(12, 14) was constructed using starters and adders in [7]. For 
n = Z(mod 4), the smallest example known of a skew H(n, n + 2) is the 
skew H( 14, 16) which is displayed in Fig. 2. 
We summarize these results as folIows. 
LEMMA 1.4. There exists a skew H(n, n + 2) for n E (4, 8, 12, 14). There 
does not exist a skew H(6, 8). 
In the next section, we describe an intransitive starter-adder con- 
struction for skew H(2n, 2n + 2)s. This construction provides skew 
H(2n, 2n + 2)s which contain as subarrays smaller skew Howell designs. It 
is used to construct skew H(n, n + 2)s for several values of n, where n d 66. 
Section 3 contains several recursive constructions. In the last section, we 
prove the existence of skew H(2n, 2n + 2)s with two possible exceptions. 
We also note that this result improves Theorem 1.3 for the existence of 
*complementary H( 2n, 2n + 2)s. 
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FIG. 1. A skew H(4, 6). 
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FIG. 2. A skew H(14,16). 
2. AN INTRANSITIVE STARTER-ADDER CONSTRUCTION FOR H(2n,2n+2)s 
Starters and adders can be used to construct Howell designs. Starter- 
adder constructions for complementary, *complementary, and skew 
H(2n, 2n + 2)s are described in [7]. (We refer to [7, 15, or l] for 
definitions and results for the standard starter-adder constructions.) Unfor- 
tunately, for n E 2 (mod 4) there is no starter-adder construction for a 
skew Z-Z(n, n + 2) [7]. However, we can use an intransitive starter-adder 
construction to produce skew H(2n, 2n + 2)s which contain as subarrays 
skew H(2n, 2n + 2)s. 
An intransitive starter over 2 2n ~ Zm for an H(2n, 2n + 2) written on the 
symbol set Z,,- 2m u (cc,, coz, . . . . coZmr CI, p} is defined to be a triple 
(S, R, C), where 
s={{ui,ui}Ji=l,2 )..., n-3m-l}u{{co;,z,}Ii=1,2 ,..., 2m) 
U{~,Z,,+,}UIP,Z*,+*~, 
c= ({Xi, y,}li= 1,2 )..., m}, 
R = {(x,, y,} 1 i = 1, 2, . . . . m}, 
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satisfying the following properties: 
(1) SuC=Z2n-22mu {cc, B, aI> aJ2, . ..> co,,> 
(2) { f(u,-uJIi= 1,2, . ..) n-3m-1) U (f{Xi-yi), +(Xj-y:)l 
i = 1) 2, . ..) m}=Z,,~,,-{O,n-m). 
(3) I-xi- y,j = 1 (mod 2) and 1~: - JJ: 1 = 1 (mod 2) for i= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
A corresponding adder A is a set {ci , c2, . . . . c,- 3m .~ i, b,, . . . . bzm, a,, a2 >, 
where ai, bi, c, E Z,,- Z,,, such that no element of Zln- 2m occurs more 
than once in A and {ui + c,, ui + ci 1 i = 1, 2, . . . . n - 3m - 1 } u 
(zi+bi/ i= 1, 2, . . . . 2m) u {z2m+I+al,z2,+2+a,} u {xl, yili=l, 2, . . . . m} 
=G-22m. If A has the additional properties that (i) {a,, a2} = (0, n -m}, 
(ii) if tie A, then -ci 4 A, and (iii) if bie A, then -big A, then A is called 
a skew adder for the starter (S, C, R). 
THEOREM 2.1. If there is an intransitive starter (S, C, R) over Z,, _ 2m for 
an H(2n, 2n + 2) and a corresponding skew adder, and if there is a skew 
H(2m, 2m + 2), then there is a skew H(2n, 2n + 2). 
Proof: We construct an H(2n, 2n + 2) on the symbol set Z,,- 2m u 
{% %, ..> mzrn, c(, a} as follows. We first use S and the corresponding 
skew adder A to construct a square array S, of side 2n - 2m which has the 
following properties: (i) the cells on the main diagonal D of S, all contain 
CI, (ii) if cell (i, j) contains fi, then so does cell ( j, i), and (iii) if cell (i, j) 
is nonempty and does not contain either c( or p, then cell (j, i) is empty. 
Next we place Si in the upper left-hand corner of a square array H of side 
2n. We Ii11 in the last 2n columns of H as follows. Let i= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
For j= 1 (mod 2) and 1 <j<2n--2m, place {xi+j- 1, yi+j- l} in 
cell (j,2n-2m+2i-1). 
For j-0 (mod2) and l<j<2n-2m, place {xi+j-1, y,+j-1) in 
cell (j, 2n - 2m + 2i). 
Similarly, we fill in the last 2m rows of H as follows. Let i = 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Forj=O (mod2) and i<k<2n-2m, place {xi+j-1, vl+j-1) in 
cell (2n - 2m + 2i - 1, j). 
Forjzl (mod2) and l<k<2n-2m, place {x:+j-1, y:+j--1) in 
cell (2n - 2m + 2i, j). 
Let K be a skew H(2m, 2m+2) defined on the symbols 
{al, @32, . ..> 032m, r~, /I} such that the pair { ~1, fi) does not occur in K. To 
complete our construction of an H(2n, 2n + 2), we place K in the array of 
empty cells of H indexed by rows and columns 2n-2m + i for 
i = 1, 2, . ..) 2m. It is straightforward to verify that H is a skew 
H(2n, 2n + 2). 1 
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This construction was used to produce the skew H(22,24) in Fig 3. This 
is the smallest skew H(n, n + 2) for n = 2 (mod 4) which can be constructed 
using Theorem 2.1. We use Theorem 2.1 to produce skew H(n, n + 2)s 
which contain as subarrays smaller skew Howell designs for several values 
of n. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a skew H(n, n + 2) which contains a skew 
H(4,6) as a subarray for n E (22, 24, 26, 30, 32, 34, 38, 40). 
Proof We apply Theorem 2.1 with m = 2. The 4 x 4 empty subarray is 
filled in with a skew H(4, 6) defined on the set {a, /3, co,, co2, co3, cod}, 
where {a, 8) does not occur in any cell of the H(4,6). Intransitive starters 
and adders are listed for each case in Appendix 1. 1 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) There exists a skew H(n, n + 2) which contains a skew 
H(8, 10) as a subarray for n E (42, 46, 50, 54, SS}. (ii) There exists a skew 
H(n, n + 2) which contains a skew H( 12, 14) as a subarrayfor n E {62,66}. 
Proof: (i) We apply Theorem 2.1 with m = 4. The 8 x 8 empty subarray 
is filled in with a skew H(8, 10) defined on the set (a, /I?} u 
{coili= 1,2, . . . . S}, where {a, /I} d oes not occur in any cell of the H(8, 10). 
Intransitive starters and skew adders are listed for each case in Appendix 2. 
(ii) In this case, we apply Theorem 2.1 with m = 6. The empty subarray 
is filled in with a skew H( 12,14) defined on the set {a, /?} u 
{coil i= 1, 2, . . . . 12}, where {a, /?} d oes not occur in any cell of the 
H(12, 14). Intransitive starters and skew adders are listed for n = 62 and 
n = 66 in Appendix 3. [ 
3. RECURSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 
In order to describe our constructions, we need several definitions and 
results. 
Let V be a set of v elements. Let V,, V,, . . . . V, be a partition of V into 
n sets. A {V,, Vz, . . . . I’,,}-frame F with block size k, index J. and latinicity 
,u is a square array of side u which satisfies the properties listed below. We 
index the rows and columns of F by the elements of V. 
(1) Each cell is either empty or contains a k-subset of V. 
(2) Let F, be the subsquare of F indexed by the elements of Vi. F, is 
empty for i = 1,2, . . . . n. (The subsquares F,, 1 < i < n, are often referred to 
as the holes of F.) 
(3) Let je Vi. Row j of F contains each element of V- Vi p times 
and column j of F contains each element of Y- Vi p times. 
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(4) The collection of blocks obtained from the nonempty cells of F 
is a GDD(v; k; V, , Vz, . . . . V,; 0, A). (See [17] for the notation for group 
divisible designs (GDDs).) 
A {V,, V,, . . . . V,>-f rame F is said to be skew if at most one of the cells 
(i, j) and (j, i) (i #j) is nonempty. 
We will use the following notation for frames. If 1 Vi1 = t for i= 1, 2, . . . . n, 
we call F a (p, A; k, n, t)-frame. The type of a (V,, V,, . . . . V,}-frame is the 
multiset { 1 V, 1, I V, 1, . . . . 1 V, / }. We will say that a frame has type t”;‘t’;’ . . . t; 
if there are U, Vi’s of cardinality t,, 1 < i < k. In this paper, we will restrict 
our attention to frames with ,D = 1= 1 and k = 2. For notational con 
venience, if p = Iz = 1 and k = 2, we will denote a frame simply by its type 
or partitioning ({ V,, V,, . . . . V,}). 
Let F be a skew frame of type (2t)” defined on a set V. F has a set S of 
1 complete ordered partitonable transversals, S= {S’, S*, . . . . S’}, if the 
transversals in S satisfy the following properties: 
(1) Sj contains 2tn pairs which can be partitioned into two sets S-l; 
and Si,, IS(l = IS< I = tn, where every element of V occurs precisely once in 
s;, i= 1,2. 
(2) The pairs in F can be ordered so that every element in V occurs 
precisely once as a first coordinate and once as a second coordinate in the 
pairs of 9. 
(3) Let Xi = (k 1 there is a pair of Si in row k of F} and let 
Y: = {k ) there is a pair of S: in column k of F}. Then either X{ = Y{ and 
Xj,= Yi or Xi= Y< and X<= Y{, 
An example of a skew frame of type 2’ with a set S= (S’, S2 > of 
complete ordered partionable transversals is displayed in Fig. 4. The 
transversals are listed in Table I. This example is the smallest example of 
the next theorem. The proof follows immediately from the starter-adder 
construction [ 15, 81. 
THEOREM 3.1. If q = 1 (mod 4) is a prime power, then there is a skew 
frame qf type 24 with a set of (q - 1)/2 complete ordered partitionable trans- 
versals. 
TABLE I 
Complete Ordered Partitionable Transversals for the Skew Frame in Fig. 4 
s; : 40,31 00,41 10,Ol 20.11 30,21 
S;: 41,30 01,40 11, Ml 21,lO 31,20 
Sf: 30,ll 40,21 00,31 10,41 20,Ol 
Sf: 31, 10 41,20 01,30 11,40 21,oo 
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10 01 40 20 
1 1 30 00 20 
31 21 10 01 
10 31 01 21 
30 20 11 00 
FIG. 4. A skew 2’ frame with a set S= {S’, S’} of complete ordered partitionable 
transversals. 
We will also use skew frames with sets of ordered partitionable trans- 
versals in some of our constructions. Let F be a skew frame of type (2t)” 
defined on Vu W, where 1 WI = 2t. F has a set S of I ordered partitonable 
transversals of the 1 VI x 1 VI array indexed by the elements of V if the trans- 
versals in S satisfy the following properties. Let S= {S’, S2, . . . . S’}. 
(1) Sj contains 2t(n - 1) pairs which can be partitioned into two sets 
S{andS{, IS{l=[S’,I=t(n-l), h w  ere every element of V occurs precisely 
once in S{, i= 1,2. 
(2) The pairs in F can be ordered so that every element in V occurs 
precisely once as a first coordinate and precisely once as a second coor- 
dinate in the pairs of S-‘. 
(3) Let X;l = {k I there is a pair of S$ in row k of F} and let 
Y{ = {k I there is a pair of Si in column k of F). Then either Xi = Y{ and 
A’$= Y{ or A’{= YJ, and X/,= Y{. 
The skew frame of type 25 which is displayed in Fig. 4 has one ordered 
partitonable transversal S. Let W= (40, 413. Then S contains the pairs: 
s: 21,lO 20,ll 01,30 00,31 
10,20 11,21 31,Ol 30,oo. 
The skew frames of type 29 with skew transversals which are constructed 
by Theorem 3.3 in [S] will also have ordered partitionable transversals. 
Thus, we have 
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THEOREM 3.2. Zf q G 1 (mod 4) is a prime power, then there is a skew 
frame of type 2y with an ordered partionable transversal. 
For completeness, we note that we can also find skew frames of type 2” 
with 1 ordered partionable transversals, where I> 1. The skew frames which 
are constructed from an intransitive starter and a skew adder in [14] will 
always have ordered partitionable transversals. The next lemma lists some 
examples. All of these examples are taken from [14]. 
LEMMA 3.3. There exists a skew frame of type 2” with a set S of I 
ordered partitionable transversals for the following parameter sets 
(n, I): (10, 2), (14,4), and (18, 6). 
Our first constructions will also require the existence of incomplete 
orthogonal arrays, ZA(n, k, s)s. Let V be a finite set of size n. Let K be a 
subset of V of size k. An incomplete orthogonal array ZA(n, k, s) is an 
(n’ - k2) x s array written on the symbol set V such that every ordered pair 
of V x V- (K x K) occurs in any ordered pair of columns from the array. 
An ZA(n, k, s) is equivalent to a set of s - 2 mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of order n which are missing a subsquare of order k. We need 
not be able to till in the k x k missing subsquares with Latin squares of 
order k. 
The existence of the ZA(n, k, s)s which we will use is provided by a recent 
result of Heinrich and Zhu [4]. 
THEOREM 3.4 [4]. An ZA(n, k, 4) exists if and only if n > 3k and 
(n, k) f (6 1). 
We are now in a position to describe our first construction. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose there exists 
(1) a skew frame of type (2t)” with a set S of I ordered partionable 
transversals, S= {S’, S2, . . . . S’}, 
(2) a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of side m, 
(3) ZA(m + kj, kj, 4), where C;.=, k,= k, 
(4) a skew H(2tm, 2tm + 2), and 
(5) a skew H(2k, 2k + 2). 
Then there exists a skew H(2tnm + 2k, 2tnm + 2k + 2). 
Proof: Let V= Ur=, V,, where ( Vi 1 = 2t for all i. Let M= { 1, 2, . . . . m}. 
Let /I,= {cli,Ji= 1, 2, . . . . kj) 
IJf=,bjandlet U2=Uf=,yj. 
and let yi = { OO~,~, 1 i = 1, 2, . . . . kj}. Let U, = 
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Let N, and N, be a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of side m defined 
on M. N will be the array of pairs formed by the superposition of N, and 
N,, N = N, 0 N,. N,, is the array of pairs formed by replacing each pair 
(a, b) in N with the pair ((a, x), (b, y)). 
We use an ZA(m + k,, k,, 4) to construct a pair of orthogonal Latin 
squares of side m + k, which is missing a pair of orthogonal Latin squares 
of side kj. (The smaller Latin squares need not exist.) Let Z denote the 
m + k, square array of pairs formed by superimposing the pair of Latin 
squares. I’,,. will denote I defined on the symbols (Mx {x, y}) u (B, u 7,). 
More precisely, if (x, y) is an ordered pair, then the pair of Latin squares 
used to construct ZLF will be defined on (M x {x 1) u /?, and (M x { .V ) ) u yi, 
respectively, where the missing subarrays are defined on pi and y,. Z:,. can 
be written in the following form 
A.:,. q,. m 
zJ&= 
D’, E k,’ 
where E is an empty array of side kj. 
Let F be a skew ( V,, V,, . . . . V,}-frame with a set S= {S’, S2, . . . . S’} of 
complete ordered partitionable transversals. We construct a 2tnm x 2tnm 
array from F as follows. If (x, y) is a pair in F-S, replace (x, y) by the 
m x m array N,*,. If (x, y) is a pair in Sj replace (x, y) by the m x m array 
AL,,. All empty cells in F are replaced by m x m empty arrays. The resulting 
array F, has a diagonal of empty square arrays of side 2tm. 
We add 2k new rows and 2k new columns to F,. Suppose S{ contains 
the pair (x, y) in row r of F. Then we place (x, -Y) in row r of a column 
vector C$. C{ will contain tn pairs; the other entries will be zero. Next sup- 
pose Sy contains the pair (x, y) in column r of F. If X{ = Y{, then we place 
(x, y) in column r of a row vector R:. If Xi = Y{, then we place the pairs 
in S{ in Ri and the pairs in Si in R{. We now expand these vectors. 
Replace each pair (x, y) in C: with the m x k, array B’,,. and replace each 
pair (x, v) in Rf with the k, x m array D’,,,. Label the resulting arrays 
Cf. and R{, , respectively. Let V = CC’:,, Ci,, . . . . C{,, C$] and let 
SST = CR;., R;,, . . . . R:,, Ri.1’. 59 is a 2tnm x k array and &? is a k x 2tnm 
array. 
We add the arrays %? and 93 to F, as follows. The resulting array F, is 
a 2tmn + 2k square array. E is an empty array of side 2k. We recall that F, 
contains n empty arrays of side 2tm along its diagonal. 
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Let Hi be a skew H(2tm, 2tm + 2) defined on (M x Vi) u {a, 00 }, here 
{cr, co } does not occur in Hi. Fill in the ith hole of F, with Hi. Let H’ be 
a skew H(2k, 2k + 2) defined on U1 u U, u {a, cc }, where the pairs which 
do not occur in H’ are {cr, co } and of the form {a, b}, where a E Ur and 
bEUZ. Finally, we place H’ in the array labelled E in F2. It is 
straightforward to verify that the resulting array H is a skew H(2tnm + 2k, 
2tnm + 2k + 2) defined on (A4 x P’) u U, u U, u { CI, co }. 1 
This construction can be modified to use skew frames with sets of 
ordered partitionable transversals. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose there exist 
(1) a skew frame of type (2t)” with a set S of 1 ordered partitionable 
transversals, S = {S’, S2, . . . . S’>, 
(2) a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of side m, 
(3) ZA(m + kj, kj, 4), where Cf= 1 kj= k, 
(4) a skew H(2tm, 2tm + 2), and 
(5) a skew H(2tm + 2k, 2tm + 2k + 2). 
Then there exists a skew H(2tnm + 2k, 2tnm + 2k + 2). 
Proof: The construction is similar to the construction used in 
Theorem 3.5, where the skew frame has complete ordered partitionable 
transversals. In this case, a skew array is constructed which has n - 1 
empty square arrays of side 2tm and one empty square array of side 
2tm + 2k along its diagonal. These empty arrays are filled in with skew 
Howell designs as before. 1 
Both of these constructions, Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.6, can also be 
modified to use skew Howell designs which contain as subarrays smaller 
skew Howell designs. We include the statements of these results. Since the 
proofs are quite similar to the previous ones, we omit them. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose there exist 
(1) a skew frame of type (2t)” with a set S of I complete ordered 
partitionable transversals, S = {S’, S2, . . . . S’}, 
(2) a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of side m, 
(3) ZA(m + kj, k,, 4), where Cl=, kj= k, 
(4) a skew H(2tm + 2x, 2tm + 2x + 2) which contains as a subarray a 
skew H(2x, 2x + 2), and 
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(5) a skew H(2k+2x, 2k+ 2x+ 2) which contains as a subarray a 
skew H(2x, 2x + 2). 
Then there exists a skew H(2tnm + 2k + 2x, 2tnm + 2k + 2x + 2). 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose there exist 
(1) a skew frame of type (2t)” with a set S of 1 ordered partitionable 
transversals, S = {S’, S*, . . . . S’>, 
(2) a pair of orthogonal Latin squares of side m, 
(3) ZA(m + k,, kj, 4), where xi= I k,= k, 
(4) a skew H(2tm + 2x, 2tm + 2x + 2) which contains as a subarray a 
skew H(2x, 2.x + 2) and 
(5) a skew H(2tm + 2k + 2x, 2tm + 2k + 2x + 2) which contains as a 
subarray a skew H(2x, 2x + 2). 
Then there exists a skew H(2tnm + 2k + 2x, 2tnm + 2k + 2x + 2). 
We will also use two other constructions which require the existence of 
skew frames of type 2”. We refer to [14] for the most recent results on 
these frames. Since the first construction is a special case of Wilson’s 
fundamental construction [18] and the second construction is a standard 
direct product construction [ 15, 71, the proofs are omitted. 
THEOREM 3.9. Zf there exists a GDD(u; K; M; 0, 1) such that (1) there 
exists a skew frame of type 2k for each kE K and (2) there exists a skew 
H(2m, 2m + 2) for each m E M, then there exists a skew H(2v, 2v + 2). 
THEOREM 3.10. Zf there exists a skew frame of type 2”, a pair of mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of side m, and a skew H(2m + 21, 2m + 21+ 2) 
which contains as a subarray a skew H(21,21+ 2), then there exists a skew 
H( 2nm + 21, 2nm + 21+ 2). 
Finally, our main construction in the next section will be the following 
construction from [7]. 
THEOREM 3.11 [7]. Let 0 d t < 3m. Zf there exists a TD(5, m). a skew 
H(4m, 4m + 2) and a skew H(2t, 2t + 2), then there exists a skew 
H(16m+2t, 16m+2t+2). 
4. THE EXISTENCE OF SKEW H(n,n+2) 
In this section, we prove the existence of skew H(n, n + 2)s for n -0 
(mod 2) with two possible exceptions. We first consider the case n E 0 
(mod 4). 
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LEMMA 1. There exists a skew H(n, n + 2) for n r0 (mod 4) and 
4<n< 112. 
Proof Let N={nlnrO (mod4) and 4<n<112}. Let N,={40,48} 
and let N2 = { 56, 72, 88, 104). 
Constructions for skew H(n, n + 2) are listed in Table II of [7] for 
n E N - (N, u N, u { 8)). We noted in Section 1 that there exists a skew 
H(8, 10). 
Suppose n EN,. Since there exists a (21, 5, l)- BZBD and a 
(25, 5, 1) - BZBD, there exists a GDD(20; 5; 4; 0, 1) and a GDD(24; 5; 4; 1). 
We apply Theorem 3.10 using a skew frame of type 25 and a skew H(8, 10) 
to construct a skew H(40,42) and a skew H(48,50). 
If n E Nz, then we can apply Theorem 3.3 of [7] using skew Room 
squares of sides 7,9, 11, and 13 and a skew H(8, 10) to construct skew 
H(n, n+2). I 
THEOREM 4.2. For n = 0 (mod 4) there exists a skew H(n, n + 2). 
Proof. There exist skew H(n, n +2) for n r0 (mod 4) and 4<n< 112 
(Lemma4.1). Let n&114 and nz0 (mod4). We can write n=16m+2t, 
where m = 1 (mod 2), m > 7 and tE (0, 2,4,6, 8, 10, 12, 14). Since there 
exist skew H(4m, 4m + 2) (Corollary 3.4 of [7]) and skew H(2t, 2t + 2), we 
can apply Theorem 3.11 to construct skew H(n, n + 2). 1 
Next we consider the case n = 2 (mod 4). 
LEMMA 4.3. There exist skew H(u, u + 2) for u E (74, 82,90, 122). 
Proof: (i) u= 74. We apply Theorem 3.5 with t = 1, n = 5, m = 7, 
k, = 1, and k, = 1. There exists a skew frame of type 25 with a set of 2 com- 
plete ordered partitionable transversals (Theorem 3.1), a pair of orthogonal 
Latin squares of side 7, an ZA(8, 1,4) (Theorem 3.4) and skew ZZ( y, y + 2) 
for y=4 and y= 14. 
(ii) u= 82. We apply Theorem 3.5 with t = 1, n = 5, m = 7, and 
k, = k, = 3. We require the skew frame of type 25 used in (i), a pair of 
orthogonal Latin squares of side 7, an ZA( 10, 3,4) (Theorem 3.4) and skew 
ZZ(y,y+2)fory=14andy=12. 
(iii) u= 90. We apply Theorem 3.8 with t = 1, n = 5, m =8, k, = 3, 
and x = 2. There exists a skew frame of type 2’ with an ordered parti- 
tionable transversal (Theorem 3.2). We also require a pair of orthogonal 
Latin squares of side 8, an ZA(11, 3,4) (Theorem 3.4), a skew ZZ(20,22) 
which contains as a subarray a skew ZZ(4,6) [7] and a skew ZZ(26,28) 
which contains as a subarray a skew H(4,6) (Lemma 2.2). 




14 Figure 2 1.4 
22 Intransitive starter-adder 2.2 
26 Intransitive starter-adder 2.2 
30 Intransitive starter-adder 2.2 
34 Intransitive starter-adder 2.2 
38 Intransitive starter-adder 2.2 
42 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
46 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
50 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
54 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
58 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
62 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
66 Intransitive starter-adder 2.3 
70 2.5.7 3.10,?2=5 
74 2.5.7 + 2.2 4.3 
78 16.4 + 14 3.11 
82 2.5.7 + 2.6 4.3 
86 16.4+22 3.11 
90 2.5.8 + 2.3 + 2.2 4.3 
94 2.5.9 + 4 3.10, n = 5, m = 9, I = 2 
98 2.7.7 3.10, n = 7 
102 16.5 + 22 3.11 
106 16.5 + 26 3.11 
110 (11.5)2 3.9, GDD( 55; 5; 11; 0, 1) 
114 2.5.11 +4 3.10,n=5,m=11,1=2 
118 (12.4+ 11)2 3.9,GDD(59;5, (4, ll};O, 1) 
122 2.5.11 + 2.6 4.3 
126 16.7 + 14 3.11 
130 2.5.13 3.10, n = 5 
134 16.7 + 22 3.11 
138 16.7 f26 3.11 
142 16.7 + 30 3.11 
146 16.7 + 34 3.11 
150 16.8 + 22 3.11 
154 16.8+26 3.11 
158 16.8 + 30 3.11 
162 16.8 + 34 3.11 
166 16.9 + 22 3.11 
170 16.9+26 3.11 
174 16.9+30 3.11 
178 16.9 + 34 3.11 
182 16.9 + 38 3.11 
186 16.9 + 42 3.11 
190 16.9 + 46 3.11 
194 16.9 + 50 3.11 
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(iv) U= 122. We apply Theorem 3.5 with t = 1, n = 5, m= 11, and 
k, = k2 = 3. The designs required by the construction are provided by 
Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.4, Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 4.1. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. There exists a skew H(n, n + 2) 
14 <n < 194 except possibly for n = 18. 
Proof: We list the constructions in Table II. 
THEOREM 4.5. There exists a skew H(rt, n + 2) 
except possibly for n E (10, 18). 
for n=2 (mod4) and 
I 
for nr2 (mod4), n>6, 
Proof Let n- 2 (mod 4) and n # 10 or 18. If 6 <n < 194, then there 
exists a skew H(n, II + 2). Suppose n 3 198. We can write n = 16m + 2t, 
where m is a positive integer, m 2 11 and t E { 11, 13, 15, 17). Since there 
exist skew H(4m, 4m + 2) (Theorem 4.2) and skew H(2t, 2t + 2) 
(Lemma 4.4), we can apply Theorem 3.11 to construct skew H(n, n + 2). i 
We summarize our results for skew H(n, 2) in the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. For n ~0 (mod 2) and n > 6, there exists a skew 
H(n, n + 2) except possibly for n E { 10, 18). 
The smallest skew H(n, n + 2) which can contain a skew H(4,6) is a 
skew H(16, 18). A careful inspection of the constructions that we used to 
prove Theorem 4.6 provides the following result. 
THEOREM 4.7. For n = 0 (mod 2) and n 3 16, there exists a skew 
H(n, n + 2) which contains as a subarray a skew H(4, 6) except possibly for 
n E { 18, 42, 46, 48, 50, 54, 56, 58, 62, 66, 82). 
Finally, since a skew H(n, n + 2) is a *complementary H(n, n + 2), we 
note that we have also improved the existence result for *complementary 
H(n, n + 2)s, Theorem 1.3. The remaining case to consider, a *complemen- 
tary H( 18, 20), is listed by starters and adders in Table III. 
THEOREM 4.8. For n 5 0 (mod 2) and n > 2, there exists a *complemen- 
tary H(n, n + 2). 
TABLE III 
A Starter and Adders for a *Complementary H(18,20) 
S: 0, 1 2,4 3. 6 5, 9 I, 14 8, 16 lo,15 11,17 a, 12 B, 13 
A,: 1 4 10 13 14 9 17 12 0 2 
A,: 5 I 15 11 3 6 16 8 0 2 
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APPENDIX 1 
Intransitive starter-adder pairs for skew H(n, n + 2) for n E { 22, 24, 26, 
30, 32, 34, 38, 40 >: 
?I=22 
S 24 1317 511 816 co,12 co,7 co,3 co,14 a10 




R 29 1217 
n=24 
S 24 711 1218 917 516 m,3 00~6 01~8 co,15 
A2 1 7 4 -9 -8 5 6 3 
a10 /?13 
0 10 
c 0 1 14 19 
R 29 017 
n=26 
S 16 18 8 12 5 11 9 17 1020 2 19 cc’, 3 co2 6 00) 7 
A 6 2 8 3 7 4 12 1 9 
co4 14 a 15 fi 21 
17 11 0 
c 01 4 13 
R 811 3 18 
n = 30 
S 24 8 12 17 23 13 21 5 15 10 24 0 1 11 22 00) 3 
A2 4 6 1 10 7 8 15 17 
co,6 co,7 co4 16 a 19 120 
12 21 23 0 13 
C 9 14 18 25 
R 1 10 21 24 
n = 32 
s 24 7 11 21 27 8 16 9 19 14 26 10 15 13 22 12 23 
A 2 1 3 -7 4 5 6 13 10 
00, 17 co,24 00~5 m4 18 a20 fi25 
11 -9 12 -8 0 14 
C 01 36 
R 1427 18 25 
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n=34 
S 24 8 12 18 24 19 27 15 25 11 29 10 26 13 20 7 16 
A2 4 -13 -1 14 8 7 10 6 
1728 m,3 00~6 co,5 00~22 a:21 b23 
3 -5 -11 9 -12 0 15 
c 01 9 14 
R 215 2427 
n = 38 
S 01 24 36 59 7 12 8 14 10 17 11 19 13 23 
A 6 7 10 13 20 11 19 4 25 
15 29 16 32 18 30 co, 25 co2 26 co, 27 co,28 a 21 B 20 
22 26 16 1 2 3 5 0 17 
C 2031 2433 
R 1 20 10 31 
n=40 
S 01 24 36 59 7 12 8 14 10 17 11 19 13 22 
A 4 7 11 29 13 14 6 8 17 
15 25 16 34 20 36 21 33 23 37 co,28 co2 29 cog 30 to4 32 
26 28 20 15 22 1 2 3 5 
a 26 B 27 
0 19 
C 24 35 31 18 
R 12 35 15 32 
APPENDIX 2 
Intransitive starter-adder pairs for skew H(n, n + 2) for n E {42,46, 50, 
54, 58): 
n=42 
S a20 /?21 co,23 co,25 co,27 co,29 co,30 co,31 co,32 
A 0 17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
co,33 02 15 39 4 12 6 16 7 19 8 22 10 26 
9 10 8 16 11 15 21 14 22 
C 11 14 13 18 15 24 17 28 
R 1718 07 1629 11 26 
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n=46 
S a 23 /? 25 co, 27 co2 30 co3 32 co4 33 co5 34 
A 0 19 1 2 3 4 5 
co,37 01 24 37 5 11 6 14 8 18 
9 10 11 14 20 8 12 
1228 1331 
C 15 20 16 19 17 26 22 29 
R 419 1233 1627 34 9 
n = 50 
S a 27 /I 28 
A 0 21 
al.341 01 
9 10 
12 26 14 30 
20 34 
C 18 25 19 24 
R 231 14 29 
n = 54 
S a 27 /I 28 
A 0 23 
co8 01 
10 I 
13 25 15 29 
25 29 
C 22 31 23 30 
R 10 21 24 41 
03~ 29 co2 34 co3 35 co4 36 co5 38 
1 2 3 4 5 
24 36 59 7 13 8 16 
11 15 19 12 18 
15 33 17 37 
26 25 
21 32 22 31 
12 37 16 35 






1020 11 23 
13 28 
n = 58 
S a31 /?32 





C 25 36 26 35 
R 623 12 33 
co,33 co,34 co,36 co,38 00~40 co,43 co,44 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 
24 36 59 7 12 8 14 10 18 11 21 
9 12 11 16 18 19 14 
16 32 1735 1939 2042 
15 13 24 26 
24 37 26 41 
1433 1940 
co,33 co,37 co,39 co,40 co,45 co,46 co,47 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
24 36 59 7 12 8 14 10 17 11 19 
11 13 12 15 18 19 34 
16 30 18 34 20 38 21 41 22 44 24 48 
8 30 21 14 24 27 
28 43 29 42 
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APPENDIX 3 
Intransitive starter-adder pairs for skew H(n, 12 + 2) for n E {62,66}: 
n=62 
a: 31 B 32 co, 34 
0 25 1 
co,45 co,46 co,,47 
8 9 11 
6 16 I 19 8 22 
20 18 26 
17 18 2023 21 28 












P 34 m, 36 co240 co,43 co,44 co5 46 co,47 co,48 
21 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 
co,50 co,,51 toll 52 colz 53 0 1 24 31 5 11 
9 11 12 13 15 16 10 14 
8 18 9 21 10 24 1228 1331 15 35 16 38 17 41 
22 17 25 19 21 28 20 24 
22 21 25 32 26 37 29 42 3039 
28 45 2 21 6 27 0 23 14 39 
co,37 co,38 co4 41 
2 3 4 
ml, 48 co12 49 02 
13 10 12 
10 26 11 29 13 33 
28 21 21 
24 35 25 30 2140 
23 42 6 21 17 44 
co5 42 mc43 co,44 
5 6 I 
15 39 4 12 
14 15 17 
14 36 15 39 
16 31 
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